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Cedric Watts:
Juliet’s Onomastic Blunder: She Says ‘wherefore art thou Romeo?’ but Obviously Means ‘wherefore art thou Mountague?’: So, Why are Juliet’s Editors as Illogical as Juliet?

Juliet, though only thirteen years of age, is the most intelligent character in Romeo and Juliet. The more you study the text, the more evident that becomes. For instance: in the famous love-scene with Romeo, Act 2, scene 2, she takes the lead, firmly rebuking him for swearing by the moon (symbol of inconstancy), prophetically warning him of the rashness of their haste, and astutely steering his passionate wooing in the direction of holy matrimony.  
	This renders all the more peculiar what happens early in that scene, when she thinks she is alone. She blunders into illogicality. She does so in what has become the most famous line of the play – indeed, one of the dozen or so most famous lines in the whole of Shakespeare:
		O Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo?1
‘Wherefore’, of course, means ‘why’, and she is saying, in effect,
		O, why do you have to be afflicted with the name ‘Romeo’?
But the line, as she thus utters it, is patently wrong. There is nothing obnoxious in the Christian name ‘Romeo’. It’s the surname that should worry her. What she should be saying is:
		O Romeo Mountague, wherefore art thou Mountague?
– or, to be even more precise:
		O Romeo Mountague, wherefore art thou ‘Mountague’?
(‘Mountague’, not ‘Montague’, is the usual spelling of that surname in the earliest texts, the first and second quartos.) Clearly, Juliet should be lamenting the fact that Romeo’s surname, ‘Mountague’, shows that he belongs to the very clan with which her own clan, the Capulets’, has been feuding long and violently. In loving a Mountague, she is loving a man from the family which her own parents detest. Since Juliet, in this famous line, makes so obvious a blunder, you would think that some kindly editors would by now have established in the text that correct version:
		O Romeo Mountague, wherefore art thou Mountague?
But they haven’t. In text after text, edition after edition, nobody comes to Juliet’s rescue. 
	Indeed, so familiar is the ostensibly erroneous line that some editors pass over it silently, without comment. Others make peripheral comments: for instance, by explaining that ‘Wherefore’ does not mean ‘Where’, or by claiming that both ‘Romeo’ and ‘Juliet’ may be pronounced disyllabically. 
	Even more strangely, some commentators have sought to defend the apparently indefensible by claiming that the line is logical as it stands. For example, the eminent American Professor, Stephen Orgel, claims that Juliet is correct in specifying not ‘Montague’ (which he prefers to ‘Mountague’) but ‘Romeo’; and he argues thus:
	In fact, in a Renaissance index of names, we would be much more likely to find 	Romeo listed under ‘Romeo’ than under ‘Montague’. For example, Halle’s 	Chronicle, an essential source-book of modern English history for Shakespeare’s 	age, indexes Anne Bulleyn under Anne, and Stephen Gardiner [sic] under 	Stephen.2 
This scholarly defence is briskly defeated by the fact that Halle’s index lists Anne Bulleyn as ‘Anne Bulleyn’ and Stephen Gardyner as ‘Stephen Gardyner’: therefore, in an index of this kind, ‘Romeo’ would not be severed from the surname. Consequently, if Juliet had followed Halle’s example, she would indeed have said, ‘O Romeo Mountague’, as she should. 
	In contrast to Stephen Orgel, Professor Simon Palfrey, another redoubtably knowledgeable commentator, offers an aesthetic defence of the line. His argument is:
	‘Romeo’ is so much more intimate to Juliet than ‘Montague’ could ever be. The 	sound of his name is beautiful to her, the more so in English with its adjacent 	sighs (oh) separated only by the personal pronoun (me). The relatively tinny and 	adult ‘Montague’ could not remotely perform this function.3
This appreciative argument is foiled by two facts. 1: Juliet there is ostensibly deploring (not relishing) the name ‘Romeo’: that’s part of the problem. 2:  The ‘correct’ version of the line would also contain ‘Romeo’. Orgel’s citation of old-fashioned indexes and  Palfrey’s appeal to the auditory beauty of the name ‘Romeo’ both fail to provide cogent answers to the original charge, that Juliet is being conspicuously illogical. She is uttering, and treating as opprobrious, the Christian name ‘Romeo’, instead of the name which she clearly intended to utter and treat as opprobrious – the surname ‘Mountague’. What makes the illogicality so conspicuous is the context, and particularly the passage which follows immediately after the problematic line. There she says:
		Deny thy father and refuse thy name;
		Or, if thou wilt not, be but sworn my love, 
		And I’ll no longer be a Capulet.
‘Deny thy father’ means ‘Forsake your paternal surname, “Mountague”.’ She confirms this by saying that if he will not forsake it, she will solve the problem by ceasing to be (not Juliet, but) a Capulet. Already she is envisaging a time when she will be married to Romeo. So, in these words, she subverts the well-intentioned defences by Orgel and Palfrey. To make the matter utterly unambiguous, she proceeds to say:
		’Tis but thy name that is my enemy.
		Thou art thyself, though not a Mountague.
		O be some other name! What’s Mountague?
Thus, Juliet herself abundantly confirms that she should indeed, logically, have said:
		O Romeo Mountague, wherefore art thou Mountague?
	Having thrown stones, I hear the tinkling of glass. My conscience now obliges me to confess that, when editing Romeo and Juliet, I presented the ‘correct’ line only in an endnote, while preserving the ‘incorrect’ line in the main text. There were, however, three reasons for this. 
	Reason 1. Cowardice and modesty overcame clarity and logic. Who am I, I thought, to change so drastically, in the main text, a line which, for centuries, has been found memorably attractive by so many people?  
	Reason 2. Juliet’s error can be justified on the grounds of realistic psychology. In the manner of a ‘Freudian slip’, she is accidentally revealing her inner preoccupation with the notion, later explicit, that what should matter is the distinctive individual and not any label the individual bears: ‘What’s in a name?’ – in any name? That old philosophical conundrum is preoccupying her, and she is astutely siding with the nominalists – descendants of Plato’s Hermogenes. Certainly, Shakespeare possessed the knowledge to let Juliet’s words imply unconscious or subconscious thought-processes revealed by a slip: Mercutio’s Freudian ‘Queen Mab’ speech had explained unconscious associations of ideas.  Arguably, Juliet’s illogicality has been logically designed. 
	Reason 3 is this. The ‘error’ may be an instance of symbolic prolepsis by Shakespeare. As the play has made clear, the name ‘Romeo’ means ‘Pilgrim’: that’s why Romeo chose the guise of a pilgrim at the Capulet’s ball, and why he repeatedly addresses Juliet as his ‘saint’. And, predominantly, it is the exalted romantic conception of love as a religion, desire regarded as pilgrimage to a saint, which brings Romeo to his death, followed by Juliet. ‘Romeo’ is a name symbolising the idealistic but lethal potential of romantic love. So Juliet’s error in logic reveals not only Shakespeare’s psychological realism but also his symbolic accuracy. Probably the original line should stand, therefore, after all. 
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